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Abstract
Voilk is an innovative and forward-looking decentralized Social 
Network, where users can create content, get likes, post 
comments, share photos and participate in mining/minting 
process of the VOILK cryptocurrency via a unique Social 
Consensus algorithm. Voilk is developed to store large amounts 
of content on the blockchain and is available for anyone to 
browse and make use of it. The content which users create is 
monetized in a time based schedule. 



Users of the platform have Four major roles
1_ Content Creators: Users who create content, post 
pictures etc
2_ Curators: Users who use their likes, to help others find 
the most interesting content
3_ Promoters: Users who use our affiliates portal and bring 
users to the platform
4_ Miners/Witnesses: Users who run their nodes to help us 
become a stronger network

User Roles

Anyone can take these roles and earn rewards 
in VOILK cryptocurrency. 



Tokens/Cryptocurrencies

Voilk has Three cryptocurrencies, every currency serves a 
specific purpose.

1_ VOILK : is similar to Bitcoin, which is created by the 
miners/witnesses, Every 3 seconds a new block is mined by a 
witness, which creates new 0.501 VOILK, this amount will 
reduce to 0.050 VOILK over the period of 20 years. Every 6 
months this block reward changes

2_ POWER: is VOILK in staked form, when VOILK is 
converted into POWER, it increases a user’s influence in the 
network, aka user’s like’s worth increases, a user can direct 
more reward from the community’s reward pool to his/her 
favorite posts/comments

3_ VSD: is similar to USDT, it is not backed by the VOILK but 
instead it is backed by actual USDs/USDt, and other Stable 
currencies, the Voilk company has the rights to print it on 
demand.

A user can View his/her balances on the wallet section of 
his/her account on the social network, as well as on his/her 
affiliates portal



Properties of VOILK

VOILK is Transferrable, Liquid Cryptocurrency, which can 
be sent and received from any Voilk’s account, Minimum 
amount that can be transacted is 0.001 VOILK and there is 
no maximum limit

VOILK can be burned if sent to @null account
VOILK can be converted into POWER with 1:1 ratio from 
the wallet section of a user’s account, 
VOILK can be traded against VSD via the internal 
exchange market also available on our social network
VOILK can be put into savings, when a user withdraws 
from savings, it takes 3 days for it to become available for 
transactions.

Properties of POWER(COINS)

POWER is NON-Transferrable but delegatable 
Cryptocurrency, which can’t be transacted. It’s sole 
purpose is to increase a user’s influence on the 
community’s reward pool, more POWER a user has, 
more reward he/she can direct towards the 
posts/comments that he LIKES

POWER: can be delegated, a user can delegate power 
to another user, so the delegatee can receive the 
rewards
POWER: can be undelegated, a user can take back the 
power by undelegating it, it takes 7 days to become 
available for the delegator
POWER: delegation is instant
POWER is 1:1 with VOILK, 
POWER can be converted back into VOILK, and it takes 
3 months, a chunk is converted daily.



Properties of VSD

VSD is transferable, liquid cryptocurrency which is 
pegged with the USD with 1:1 ratio, it is printed by the 
Voilk company on demand and it is not backed by 
VOILK instead it is backed by the actual USDs/USDts

VSD: can be sent or received by any voilk’s account 
from the wallet section
VSD: can be used to trade VOILK on the internal 
market which is available on the social network
VSD: can be put to savings, and it takes 3 days to 
withdraw from savings
VSD: can be burned if sent to @null account



Coin Supply

Voilk blockchain mints a new Block every 3 seconds and 
new 0.501 VOILK are created, which are then distributed 
in this manner.

1_ 85% of this reward is added to community’s *Reward 
pool, the community with their likes decide which 
posts/comments should get this reward. 

2_ 15% of this reward is paid to the miner/witness who 
mined the block as POWER

3_ VOILK was premined 20,500,000, which is distributed 
to the users, via several phases of ICOs and Airdrop programs
Which Swaper app manages.
4_ VOILK’s total and circulating supply can be checked on 
The olympus user interface, as well as on the explorer. 

*More on Reward Pool on the Next Page



Community’s Reward Pool
A block miner, mines a new block every 3 seconds, which creates new 
0.501 VOILK, 85% of this Reward is added to the 
Community’s Reward Pool. 
Users of the voilk network, with their Likes, 
decide which post/comment should get the most from this Reward 
Fund.

You can view the Reward Fund at any instant on the Calculator page. 
Just Click the $ icon on the side menu.

You can also calculate, the amount of VOILK your Like can direct 
towards a post or a comment, from the reward pool on this page, the
Amount is shown in $ as well as in VOILKs  

More Power you have, more of this reward you can direct :) towards your 
favorite posts.



ICO phases
Voilk plans to distribute, about 20,500,000 VOILK by several phases
Of ICO rounds, each phase slightly expensive than pervious.

Using the Swaper App,
You can login to the swaper with your posting Key. And stay updated.

Swaper App can also perform, swaps between VOILK’s BEP 20 token
With USDT and vice versa

It can also perform swaps between VOILK’s native cryptocurrency with 
Voilk’s BEP20 token.

Swaper also carries information about Airdrops :)



Affiliates Network for Promoters

Promoters are a vital part of a project, that’s why we have 
developed a unique program to reward our promoters.

1_ You need your Active Key to login to your affiliates Portal
2_ You deposit funds to your account
3_ Increase your invitation limit by activating a package
4_ Start inviting users with your referral link
5_ every user that joins with your link, and verifies his identity
You receive 3.125 VOILKs as referral reward 



Delegated Proof of Stake and 
Witnesses
Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) is the consensus algorithm 
behind VOILK. In a DPoS algorithm, the selection of
block miners (called ’witnesses’ on VOILK) and all other 
consensus-based functions are decided based on the weight
of staked funds supporting them. Stakeholders hold the 
highest prominence in DPoS. DPoS consensus is considered
to be the most inclusive and the least centralized of all the 
blockchain protocols. 2 DPoS was first invented by Dan
Larimer as a functional alternative to the Proof of Work 
system introduced with Bitcoin. Other prominent DPoS
blockchains include BitShares and EOS; they are originally 
based on Larimer’s Graphene framework.



Account registration and Keys

When you generate an account with voilk, it gives you a pdf file
Which carries several passwords/keys, which you need to use
Several services across the voilk Network

There are private and public key pairs on VOILK. All key pairs 
are directly derived from a password, which in itself is not a 
key. Changing the password regenerates the key pairs. Public 
keys are openly available on the
blockchain while their private counterparts are only granted to 
the account owner. Both pairs are required to validate
a transaction.

Key Hierarchy
Voilk uses a weighted hierarchy of keys:
1. Owner Key: Used for recovering accounts and 
regenerating other keys as well as setting a new password.
2. Active Key: Used to transfer and manage funds, vote for 
witnesses, creating an order in the market, accessing affiliates 
portal.
3. Posting Key: Used to login to social network, for posting.
4. Memo Key: Used for decrypting encrypted messages 
within the memo parameter of fund transfers.
Witnesses use their accounts to generate an additional key 
called a Signing Key. That key is used to indicate that a
witness is available for block production and is unique to that 
witness. A default, static Signing Key may be broadcast
by a witness account to disable itself as block signatory. This 
lets the blockchain know to not schedule that witness
in the production order. To resume block signing, the witness 
must broadcast its unique Signing Key again.



You can View your public keys, and download your private keys 
using your master password from your settings page on the social
Network

You can also change your master password and get a new pdf file
with new keys. From the same settings page.



Content Monetization
VOILK is by design intended to store vast amounts of content 
and to make it available for time-based monetization.
Content may be submitted in the form of a ’post’ (parent post) 
or ’comment’ (child post). Once submitted, a piece
of content will be monetizable for a period of 7 days. During 
that time it may be curated upwards through Likes until its final 
value is determined at the end of the 7 day timer. Where a 
front-end or
website displays the value approximation prior to the 
completion of the 7 day timer, that approximation is variable
and has not yet reached finality. Posts and comments are 
subject to the same monetization timer.
All qualitative actions carried out on Voilk are by default solely 
leveraging individual users’ organic stake. When
content is submitted and the monetization period starts, that 
content is evaluated through curation in a proportional
manner that is influenced by its discoverability, its quality, the 
reputation and popularity of the presenter, its origi-
nality, and its subjective value to the ecosystem. This 
interaction is reminiscent of both social media networks and
traditional economies. When large waves of content 
contributors use Voilk at the same time, discoverability 
naturally
goes down and competition goes up. Simultaneously, content 
consumption rises as the many contributors are also
consumers, while others only consume without contributing. 
When such a surge occurs, the potential value of indi-
vidual content pieces fluctuates due to the increase in 
competition (which in some popular niches may also equate
with market saturation) and the gap between the top and 
bottom monetized content expands.



Exchange Market

Voilk provides it’s users an internal exchange market, 
Which they can use to trade their VOILK and VSDs 

Deposit funds, head over to the exchange market, buy some 
VOILK now
Or share content, get likes, earn some VOILK sell them 
against the VSDs



Voilk Blockchain Explorer

Voilk comes with an awesome, blockchain explorer, which can be
used to explore the chain, block by block
https://explorer.voilk.com



Conclusion
Voilk is a constantly evolving and innovative decentral social 
Network, that aims to fuel mass adoption of blockchain 
technology and
cryptocurrencies. It makes available and possible opportunities 
to both its userbase and to the general public. The performance 
of the blockchain is designed to scale with widespread adoption 
of the
currency and platforms in mind. By combining the lightning fast 
processing times and fee-less transactions, Voilk is
positioned to become one of the leading blockchain technologies 
used by people around the world.



Voilk Network was founded by  
Bilal Haider
Who belongs to Islamabad, Pakistan
bilal_haider032@yahoo.com



Links

https://voilk.com (Social Network)
https://explorer.voilk.com (Blockchain Explorer)
https://affiliates.voilk.com (Affiliates Network)
https://images.voilk.com (Image Hosting)
https://graphql.voilk.com/graphql (GraphQL server)
https://welcome.voilk.com (Basic Project information)
https://signup.voilk.com (Account Registration)
https://api.voilk.com (API endpoint)
https://seed.voilk.com (Default Seed node)

Deprecated but still online
https://social.voilk.com (content sharing network)
https://beta.voilk.com (old user interface)

Voilk word comes from the two english words
Voice and Talk, 
We did simple mathematics between 
these two words to make VOILK :) 

 

https://swaper.voilk.com (Swaper)
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